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BACKGROUND

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is one of the leading causes of mortality and morbidity in Europe,

resulting in high healthcare costs. The importance of secondary prevention to reduce the risk of

recurrent coronary heart diseases is therefore well established. The European Society of

Cardiology (ESC), together with other societies and organizations, has regularly updated

guidelines to provide best practice in the prevention of cardiovascular diseases in both men and

women. Nevertheless, CHD was previously considered as a disease that typically affected men

and there was little awareness of the ‘female heart’. In recent decades, more attention has

been paid to women in secondary prevention of CHD. However, there is a lack of up-to-date

evidence regarding women and secondary CHD prevention in daily clinical practice.

STUDIES & KEY RESULTS

Chapter 1 investigated gender differences in the medical management of patients
with coronary heart disease (CHD).

Chapter 2 provides an overview of contemporary gender differences in the risk factor
control of coronary heart disease patients.

Chapter 3 investigated gender differences in lifestyle advice provided by a healthcare
professional and patients’ lifestyle compliance.

Chapter 4 describes gender differences in patients’ knowledge of risk factors and
information provided by healthcare professionals.

Chapter 5 provides an overview on contemporary gender differences in HRQoL and
their relationship with comorbidity burden among European coronary heart disease
patients.

Chapter 6 provides an up-to-date overview of gender differences or similarities in risk
factor control and medical management in the Belgian CHD population.

EUROASPIRE V

All analyses included in this PhD-thesis are based on the most recent EUROASPIRE V survey.

After the publication of the updated JES guidelines in 2016, the EUROASPIRE V was conducted

between 2016 and 2017, to evaluate these guidelines in daily clinical practice. Within each

country and their serving hospitals, at least one geographical area with a predefined population

was selected. The EUROASPIRE survey was conducted in 131 centers across 27 countries within

the European Society of Cardiology. Consecutive patients (men and women) between 18 and

80 years old at the time of identification were retrospectively identified from diagnostic

registers, hospital discharge lists or other sources. Patients had to be hospitalized with a first or

recurrent coronary event.

STUDY AIM

The results show only limited sex/gender differences in the medical
management of CHD patients. Current findings suggest growing
awareness about risk in female CHD patients.

The risk factor control of CHD women is substantial worse compared with
men despite little gender differences in cardiovascular medication intake.

Despite little gender differences in lifestyle advice provided by a
healthcare professional, lifestyle compliance for physical activity is worse
in CHD women.

The results showed only few gender differences in disfavour of women in
terms of risk factor awareness and information provided by a healthcare
professional.

Substantial gender-based health inequalities in terms of HRQoL and
psychological distress were found, in disfavour of women. Women had
worse HRQoL outcomes when having comorbidities.

Despite little to no gender differences in the management of CHD
patients, women still have a worse risk factor profile, both in Belgium and
in other European high-income countries.

The general aim of this PhD-thesis is to provide an overview of how CHD

women are managed in daily clinical practice in comparison with men and

how disease outcomes differ across sex/gender. In more detail, a specific

focus was given to sex and gender differences or similarities in medical

treatment,patients’ risk factor management, and their lifestyle management.


